“Let Us Spray”
After we spray
Bed Bugs
1) Place clean linen on the beds and pillows.
2) Wash all your dirty clothes in hot water (as hot as the fabric will allow) and dry in using high
heat. The minimum required is running all clothes through the dryer for 1 hour. DO NOT OVER
LOAD THE DRYER.
3) Vacuum baseboards and furniture on a regular basis (daily if possible).
4) If you use a vacuum that has a bag it should be changed each time you vacuum.
5) DO NOT wash the first 6 inches to 1 foot of the floor next to the walls or appliances for 30
days.
6) DO NOT Steam clean or Shampoo carpets for 30 days.
5) Wipe down any horizontal surfaces with warm water and soap. Eg. counter tops, stove
top fridge top, coffee tables, end tables and dining table.
6) Using bleach or color safe bleach in the washing machine. Fill washer half full of water add
bleach and then fill with water the rest of the way before adding clothes.
7) Dry clean only or delicate clothes use a steamer to kill any bed bugs that may be in the
clothes. Please follow garment instruction or contact manufacturer of clothing to ensure that
steaming with high heat will not harm garment. You may also run these clothes through a
moisture free dryer for a 1 hour period at the highest heat possible.
8) Comforters, stuffed animals and pillows should be put in the dryer at the highest temperature
for a 2 hour period.
9) This is NOT an over night solution. You will see bed bugs or get bites for up to 21 days. If
after this time you are still being bitten or still see bed bugs then we will need to schedule a 2nd
treatment.

